
14W EL/O Outdoor Post

1BC

Product family description

Looking for an energy saver that does not look like one?

The Philips EnergySaver Outdoor family provides energy

efficient lighting options that don't just provide similar light

as your standard incandescent light bulb. Available in

reflector flood, bug away, and post varieties.  Try the Philips

EnergySaver Outdoor family of products and see how they

truly provide advanced lighting designed around your

needs.

Features
! Translucent cover on reflector and postlight reduces

glare.
! Outdoor Bug a way does not attract insects.
! Last at least 7 years*
! Save up to 75% in electricity costs when compared to

an equivalent incandescent bulb.
! Available in: 14 watt bug a way and postlight; 23 watt

reflector.
! * Based on approximately 3 hours average usage per

day/7 days per week

Benefits
! The Philips Energy Saver Outdoor Family provides

energy savings and reduced operating costs without

sacrificing quality of light compared to standard

incandescent equivalents.
! Provides an incandescent-like light.

Application
! Ideal for use in outdoor applications,outdoor postlights,

recessed fixtures and open hanging fixtures.

Notes
! *Based on an average usage of 3-4 hours, 7 days per

week.
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! **Energy savings based on wattage saved x replacement

lamp rated average life (8,000 hours)/(1000 x $0.10

kWh rate).
! Approximate initial lumens-the lamp lumen output is

based upon lamp performance after 100 hours of

operating life under standard laboratory conditions.
! Average life under specified test conditions with lamps

turned off and restarted no more frequently than once

every 3 operating hours.  Use in recessed cans or

enclosed fixtures could result in  reduced lamp life.
! Amalgam technology provides stable light output from

-10F to 120F.
! Energy Star Bulb: As an Energy Star Partner, Philips has

determined that this product meets the Energy Star

guidelines for energy effeciency.
! Warnings and Cautions - Do not use with dimmers.

Some electronic timer and photo sensor  switches

contain dimming circuitry, so before using such a switch

check with it's manufacturer to ensure compatability

with electronic CFL bulbs.  Do not use with emergency

exit fixtures or lights.  Outdoor use requires a weather-

protected fixture. Turn off the power before changing

bulb. The device complies with Part 18 of the FCC

rules.
! Reliable operating temperature range -10F/-23C  to

120F/48C.

Product data

Product Number 212464

Full product name 14W EL/O Outdoor Post 1BC

Ordering Code BC-EL/0 OUTDOOR POST

Pack type 1 Lamp in a Blister Card

Pieces per Sku 1

Skus/Case 4

Pack UPC 046677152895

EAN2US

Case Bar Code 50046677212464

Successor Product number

Base Medium [Single Contact Medium Screw]

Bulb EL/O

Packing Type 1BC [1 Lamp in a Blister Card]

Packing Configuration 4

Rated Avg. Life [3 hr Start] 8000 hr

Ordering Code BC-EL/0 OUTDOOR POST

Pack UPC 046677152895

Case Bar Code 50046677212464

Energy Saving Energy Saving

Watts 14W

Mercury (Hg) Content 3 mg

Color Rendering Index 82 Ra8
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Product data

Color Temperature 2700 K

Initial Lumens 720 Lm

Max Overall Length (MOL) - C 5.375 in

Product Number 212464
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